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To de ide whether or not to trust a erti ate of a user, the
erti ation path from the root CA (RCA) to the end CA (ECA) should
be veri ed together with the user erti ate itself. Be ause CAs are a
kind of stable and responsible entities, path validation an be treated in
a spe ial way di erent from the veri ation of end user erti ates.
In this paper we propose two eÆ ient oine path validation s hemes
using trusted entities. In the rst s heme, ECA has additional role of
exe uting the path validation operation by himself and publishing the
result as a self path validation statement (SPVS). In the se ond s heme,
a trusted server exe utes the path validation operations for all CAs in the
domain of RCA and publishes the result as a revoked CA erti ate list
(RCACL). End users an skip path validation operation if he an trust
SPVS or RCACL. We dis uss the eÆ ien y and trust issues of proposed
s hemes ompared with previous ones.
Abstra t.
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1 Introdu tion
1.1 Path Validation
Assume that a sender S transmits a signed message to a re eiver R together
with his erti ate CertS . Then, R has to he k the validity of CertS for him to
a ept the signed message as authenti . Be ause R does not trust the end CA of
the sender (ECA-S) but trusts only the root erti ation authority (RCA), he
has to he k the validity of the erti ation path from RCA to ECA-S together
with the veri ation of sender's erti ate CertS . Therefore, we an divide the
erti ate validation operation into the following two sub-pro esses:

{ Certi ate veri ation: verify the end user's erti ate CertS and orresponding CRL.

{ Path validation: verify the validity of the erti ation path from RCA to
ECA-S.

The omputation for the erti ate veri ation is inevitable in most ases.
Sin e end user's identity and publi key is not so stable (the end user an lose
his private key, he an move to another ompany, he may not want to use the
erti ate any more, or the private key an be ompromised), the CRL issued
by ECA should be veri ed when the erti ate is used. On the other hand,
the omputation for the path validation is avoidable in some ases. Moreover,
it is redundant be ause many end users have to exe ute the same veri ation
repeatedly.

1.2 Related works
We brie y review previous methods of path validation. The basi and rst approa h is that the end user exe utes the full veri ation by himself. But if a
trusted entity is employed to exe ute the path validation instead of end users,
path validation an be improved. Re ently online validation methods su h as
OCSP or SCVP are attra ting great attention.

{ Full validation [CRL℄: The re eiver exe utes all the path validation pro ess

by himself and validates ECA-S based on his trust in RCA. It requires O(n)
veri ations of erti ate and CRL where n is the number of node in the
erti ation path. The omputation for path validation is redundant be ause
many end users have to repeat the same omputation.
{ Cross- erti ation [CMP℄: CAs an issue ross- erti ates to ertify ea h
other, even between di erent domains of trust. To validate ECA-S, the reeiver an trust ross- erti ate issued for ECA-S by his end CA (ECA-R),
if it is available. It is an eÆ ient solution, but it depends on whether ECA-R
has issued a ross- erti ate for ECA-S in advan e. Moreover, issuing and
managing ross- erti ates is a burden in PKI.
{ Online Certi ate Status Proto ol [OCSP℄: The re eiver queries the status of
CertS to a trusted OCSP server and the OCSP server returns signed answer.
Then he validate CertS based on his trust in the OCSP server. The requestresponse pairs de ned in this proto ol are online revo ation status (ORS),
delegated path validation (DPV) and delegated path dis overy (DPD). It is
eÆ ient in omputation, but it requires ommuni ation delay. It an be used
only when the user is onne ted to network and the OCSP server is available
anytime.
{ Simple Certi ate Validation Proto ol [SCVP℄: The SCVP proto ol allows a
lient to delegate erti ate handling to a trusted SCVP server. The server
an give a variety of valuable information about the erti ate, su h as
whether or not the erti ate is valid, a hain to a trusted erti ate, and so
on. It is similar to OCSP and they are ompeting to be an Internet standard.

1.3 Our Approa h
The motivation of this paper is that CAs are di erent from general end users in
many aspe ts.

{ The total number of CAs will not be huge in a domain of RCA.
{ CA is a kind of quali ed entity; he is nan ially quali ed, has responsibility
under the law, and is liable for an a ident.

{ CA is a kind of stable entity; CA will keep his private key in more se ure way
than general end users and his business or position will be rather stable. So,
revo ation of CA's erti ate will be very few ompared with general end
users.

Certi ation path from RCA to ECA is more stable than end user erti ates,
but the omputation for path validation is very expensive. Therefore, to improve
overall performan e path validation has to be treated in a di erent way from
the erti ate veri ation of general end users. If a trusted entity exe utes the
path validation as proxy and guarantees the validity of erti ation path, then
end users an skip expensive path validation safely.
Main issues of delegated path validation are who is trusted and how the servi e is provided. In online path validation method OCSP/SCVP server is trusted
and path validation result is provided through online ommuni ation. In rosserti ation method ECA-R is trusted and the ross- erti ate is published in
advan e by ECA-R. In this paper we onsider how to improve the path validation
operation in oine method.

1.4 Our Contribution
We have shown that path validation is di erent from erti ate veri ation in
many aspe ts. Based on this motivation we propose two eÆ ient oine path
validation s hemes using trusted entity. In Se tion 2, we suggest an oine path
validation using the self path validation statement whi h is published by ECAS. In Se tion 3, we suggest another oine path validation using revoked CA
erti ate list whi h is published by a trusted entity. We ompare the proposed
s hemes with previous results in terms of performan e and trust in Se tion 4.
Finally, we on lude in Se tion 5.

2 Self Path Validation Statement
If a trusted entity exe utes the path validation as proxy in advan e and guarantees the validity of erti ation path, then end users an safely skip expensive
path validation. One of the andidates who an serve as a trusted entity for
exe uting path validation is ECA-S.

2.1

De nition of SPVS and CRL-SPVS

A self path validation statement (SPVS) is a signed statement of ECA that the
erti ation path from RCA to himself is valid, i.e., his erti ate is alive. Periodi ally ECA exe utes the path validation operation by himself and publishes
the result as a SPVS.

Be ause SPVS is published periodi ally by ECA, it an be ombined with
CRL very easily. Therefore, we propose to implement SPVS as an extension of
CRL. CRL-SPVS is a CRL whi h has a SPVS extension eld. The SPVS eld is
a simple \Yes/No"statement. If the SPVS eld has a value of \No", it represents
that ECA does not state anything about the validity of the erti ation path,
whi h means that end users have to validate the erti ation path by themselves.
If it has a value of \Yes", it represents that ECA guarantees the validity of
erti ation path and ECA will be responsible for any result if the SPVS is
turned out to be awed.

2.2 Roles of ECA
Generally, the main roles and servi es of CA are issuing erti ates for his ustomers and issuing erti ate revo ation list (CRL). Additionally CA an issue
ross- erti ates for other CAs in the same domain of trust or among di erent
domain of trust.
In this paper we suggest the following additional role of ECA to improve
path validation.

{ Periodi ally ECA exe utes the path validation operation by himself for the
erti ation path from RCA to himself.

{ He publishes CRL-SPVS whi h is a CRL with self path validation statement
(SPVS) extension eld.

{ When any argument o urs, he has to provide proof for the validity of SPVS,

i.e., the validity of erti ation path from RCA to himself. So he has to
maintain all the proof materials ( erti ates and CRLs of upper CAs).
{ If the SPVS is turned out to be awed, he is responsible for any result of
awed SPVS.
The proposed additional role is very spe ial be ause traditional ECA provides
erti ation only for his ustomers and annot ertify the upper erti ation
path. How an a re eiver trust ECA-S? But if ECA-S guarantees the validity
of his erti ate and has responsibility for awed SPVS, the re eiver an trust
ECA-S. SPVS is an important ustomer servi e of ECA whi h is demanded by
general end users.

2.3 EÆ ient Oine Path Validation using CRL-SPVS
If a valid CRL-SPVS issued by ECA is available to the re eiver, the erti ation
path validation an be exe uted easily. We onsider two ases. If the re eiver
en ounters ECA-S's erti ate for the rst time, he annot trust ECA-S and
has to exe ute the path validation by himself. Although CRL-SPVS issued by
ECA-S is available and SPVS eld is \Yes", he annot trust it. But if a re eiver
tries to update trust for ECA-S whose erti ate and erti ation path have
been veri ed before, he an use CRL-SPVS. If SPVS eld of a valid CRL-SPVS
is \Yes", he an safely skip path validation.

2.4

Pro t and Risk

If ECA provides the SPVS servi e through CRL-SPVS, general end users an
validate erti ation path very eÆ iently. Sin e veri ation of CRL is inevitable
for erti ate veri ation, path validation is exe uted with no extra ost. With
this additional servi e of SPVS, ECA an make money or he will be preferred
in the market than the traditional ECA whi h does not provide SPVS.
There is no risk in using SPVS if we agree on the additional role and responsibility of ECA as mentioned above. If ECA is honest, he does not take any risk
with the SPVS servi e. His job of exe uting path validation and publishing SPVS
is not diÆ ult and is very typi al (anyone will give the same result). If ECA tries
to heat and publishes a awed SPVS on purpose, then end users an be fooled
temporarily and lose their business by trusting ECA, but heating ECA will
be aught and punished. End users an prove the aw very easily using publi
proof materials ( erti ates and orresponding CRLs of the erti ation path).
Moreover ECA has to prove that his SPVS is not awed. Therefore, general end
users do not take any risk for using CRL-SPVS.

3 Revoked CA Certi ate List
In this Se tion we introdu e a trusted entity who exe utes path validation as
proxy and reports the result as a revo ation list.

3.1 De nition of RCACL
Revoked CA erti ate list (RCACL) is a signed list of revoked CA erti ates
in the domain of RCA and is generated by a trusted proxy entity alled RCACL
server. Periodi ally, he exe utes the path validation operations for every CA
erti ates in the domain of RCA and publishes the result as a signed list of
revoked CA erti ates. The data in luded in RCACL is as follows.
Table 1.

Data format of RCACL

The name of root CA
This update time
Next update time
Issuer of RCACL
Signature algorithm
List of revoked CA erti ates
Extensions
Signature on above information

RCACL is similar to CRL be ause it is a signed list of revoked erti ates
and is published periodi ally, but it is di erent from CRL in the following sense.

{ The andidates of revoked erti ates listed in RCACL in lude all CAs in

the domain of RCA while the andidates listed in CRL in lude all ustomers
of ECA.
{ It is generated by a RCACL server who is trusted by every users in the
domain of RCA while CRL is generated by CA who is trusted only by his
ustomers.
{ The RCACL server has no authority to revoke a CA erti ate, but is just
a proxy agent who exe utes the path validation operations and reports the
result. But CA has the authority to revoke a ustomer.
{ Flawed RCACL an be proven easily and the RCACL server is responsible
for his RCACL if it is awed. But there is no awed CRL be ause CA has
the authority to issue CRL.

3.2 Role of RCACL Server
The RCACL server periodi ally exe utes the path validation operations for every
CA erti ates in the domain of RCA and publishes the result as a signed list
of revoked CA erti ates. Here we assume that the list of all CA erti ates in
the domain of RCA is available to RCACL server. When any argument o urs,
he has to provide proof for the validity of RCACL. So he has to maintain all
the proof materials that his RCACL is awless. The proof materials in lude
erti ates and orresponding CRLs of all CAs. If the RCACL is turned out to
be awed, he is responsible for any result of awed RCACL. Only a responsible
entity under the law an serve as a RCACL server. In this model RCACL server
is trusted by all users in the domain of RCA. He is a trusted entity, but he has
no authority to revoke a erti ate of CA.

3.3 EÆ ient Oine Path Validation using RCACL
Using RCACL path validation an be exe uted very eÆ iently in oine way.
Be ause RCACL is trusted by every users in the domain of RCA, it an be
distributed to every users very eÆ iently in entralized way. If a valid RCACL is
available and ECA-S is not in luded in RCACL, a re eiver R an trust ECA-S
without exe uting the whole path validation operation by himself.

3.4 Pro t and Risk
A RCACL server an make money with his additional servi e of publi hing
RCACL and general end users an validate the erti ation path very eÆ iently
using RCACL.
There is no risk in using RCACL if we agree on the role and responsibility
of RCACL server. If RCACL server is honest, he does not take any risk for
publishing RCACL. His job is very typi al and any honest party will give the
same result. Be ause he is maintaining all the proofs, he an prove his honesty
easily. If RCACL server tries to heat and publishes a awed RCACL (the awed

RCACL may not in lude a revoked CA erti ate or it may in lude a valid CA
erti ate), end users an be fooled temporarily and lose business, but heating
RCACL server will be aught and punished. End users an prove any aw of
RCACL easily and RCACL server is responsible for any result of awed RCACL.
Therefore, general end users do not take any risk in using RCACL.

4 Comparison
Figure 1 shows various path validation s hemes in hierar hi al PKI. In Table 2,
we ompare the proposed CRL-SPVS s heme and RCACL s heme with previous
path validation models in terms of performan e and trust.

Fig. 1.

Various path validation s hemes in hierar hi al PKI

In full validation, end users exe ute all the path validation operations by
themselves based on the trust in RCA, whi h requires O(n) veri ation of erti ates and CRLs where n is the number of nodes in the erti ation path.
But in other s hemes, end users utilize the path validation result given by other
trusted entities, so omputation by end users is redu ed to O(1). CRL-SPVS
model does not require any extra ost for path validation to end users be ause
the veri ation of CRL-SPVS is in luded in erti ate veri ation operation.
Both CRL-SPVS and RCACL s hemes are oine path validation where the
path validation result is generated by a trusted entity in advan e and given as
a form of signed message. On the other hand, OCSP/SCVP models are online
path validation where OCSP/SCVP server provides answer for end user's request
through online ommuni ation.

Table 2.

Features
Comm.
model
Comp. by
end user
Servi e
model
Trust
point

Comparison of path validation s hemes

Full
validation
Oine

Cross
erti ation
Oine

Online
validation
Online

CRL-SPVS
s heme
Oine

RCACL
s heme
Oine

O(n)

O(1)

O(1)

No ost

O(1)

-

Distributed

Distributed

Distributed

Centralized

RCA

ECA-R

OCSP/SCVP
ECA-S
server
(trust update)

RCACL
server

In terms of servi e model, RCACL servi e an be provided in a entralized
way be ause a single RCACL server is enough in a domain of RCA. But in other
models path validation servi e is provided in distributed way. OCSP/SCVP servi e should be provided in distributed way be ause it requires online ommuni ation between end users and server and a single server annot over all end
users in the domain of RCA.
In terms of trust, only RCA is trusted in the full validation model, but ECAR, OCSP/SCVP server, ECA-S, and RCACL server are trusted in ross erti ation, OCSP/SCVP, CRL-SPVS, and RCACL s heme, respe tively. Full validation and ross- erti ation are very lear in terms of trust be ause RCA and
ECA-R are intrinsi ally trusted by end users. OCSP/SCVP server and RCACL
server are newly reated entities who provide path validation servi e in online
and oine way, respe tively. If end users an trust them, they an use their path
validation servi e. On the other hand, ECA-S is not trusted by end users in traditional model. But if the additional role of ECA-S (providing SPVS servi e) is
agreed, then end users an trust ECA-S on e they had veri ed him as valid ECA
through other path validation method. One drawba k of CRL-SPVS is that it
an be used only for trust update not for the rst-time trust. It is expe ted that
ECA-S who provides SPVS servi e will be preferred in the market.
Summarizing the result, CRL-SPVS s heme and RCACL s heme are eÆ ient
oine path validation s hemes ompared with previous path validation models.
CRL-SPVS s heme is eÆ ient be ause it is provided by ECA-S and does not
require any extra ost, but we have to agree on the additional role and responsibility of ECA-S. RCACL s heme is eÆ ient in the sense that the trust model
is very simple and the servi e is entralized.

5 Con lusion
In this paper we have introdu ed the ne essity that path validation from RCA to
ECA an be (has to be) treated in di erent way from the veri ation of end user's
erti ate. Based on this motivation we have proposed two eÆ ient oine path

validation s hemes using trusted entities. CRL-SPVS s heme is eÆ ient be ause
it is provided by ECA-S and does not require any extra ost, but we have to
agree on the additional role and responsibility of ECA-S. RCACL s heme is
eÆ ient in the sense that the trust model is simple and the servi e is entralized.
Typi ally the best way in our ommon trust model is that the root CA who is
trusted by every users provides RCACL as an additional servi e. Although we
have des ribed RCACL only in the domain of RCA, it an be used inter-domain
situation if the RCACL server is trusted by users of plural domains.
In this paper we have introdu ed two oine path validation s hemes in very
simpli ed way. But to apply the proposed s hemes in real world PKI, we have
to onsider several aspe t of managing PKI. For example, ea h CA in the erti ation path an have di erent time interval of issuing CRL and di erent poli y.
In terms of RCACL we also have to onsider whi h is more appropriate among
a revo ation list or an alive list.
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